Dave’s Blarg!
2011-Nov-02

Another great day today 
Sometimes I feel like I’m in a video
game, I start out the morning and

Morning Car Swap – Evening Car Swap

drive to one office to get the key to
the other car to drive to the ship. At
It get a bit foggy on the drive sometimes…

the ship I swap around little modules
(sensors and whatnottery). Then I
hop in the car and drive back. I drop

OMG a fiyah!!

off the ‘treasure’ (out of cal/out for
repair modules) swap keys/change
cars and head home, only to do it Doug looks surprised to see me at the boat,
perhaps I’ve gotten the drop on him as he was
again. It’s kind of like Pitfall or about to swipe the batteries from my survival
SkiFree (games that don’t end, the suit light!
score just keeps going up…. I wonder
if I’m getting points and what I can do with them…)

Swapping out the sensors and putting the mast back up

There’s me changing out one of
our combined meteorological sensor
suites  Hooray for NIST Traceable
weather metrics!! While at –sea you
can see weather reports from the
Wecoma (which are submitted to /
used by a national forecasting) centerhere:
http://www.sailwx.info/shiptrac
k/shipposition.phtml?call=WSD7079
(That only gets updated whilst
we are at sea)

Boom ! Weather!!!

Matt’s looking a bit disoriented….. Danielle
shows off some team handiwork

After that I stopped
by and saw my
friends at the solar
car office, they were
working away on
parts for the new
vehicle  I picked
up Danielle and we
worked a bit more on
the Laser Fence.
Oh!!! On our way
there we stopped off
for some chipotle
(which is apparently
far more exciting

Yes….That is cougar print Duct
Tape, Dot, Dot, Dot
Chipotle = This exciting!!
Who knew?!

than I knew) and saw this awesome car repair
job!! It was so awesome that poor brick got
jealous 

That’s Danielle’s ‘Sad Brick’
face  It’s OK Brick!!! I’ll get
you some nifty Duct tape, heck,
who knows, with a little touchup paint you might even have a
shot with that saucy cougar car!

After that it was laser time! Sadly it turns out that my apartment floor is
*waaaaay* to wobbly for this sort of nonsense, after spending like an hour
setting up little mirrors everywhere we found that simply stepping anywhere
would wobble one and divert the beam  We’re going to have to hope that
the Sitts house is less wobbly… or play in the driveway/street :D I was so
saddened I forgot to take pictures 
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Well, besides this one of me; getting shot in the leg….
I have a lot of post-it’s on my door, I wonder what I forgot…..
(To save you zooming time, 16 of them still say “Dave! You left the oven on
all night long!!!”, man, I hope I turned it off eventually…. Thanks Sara!
That’s the reminder that keeps on giving!)

After that I swiped a teeny preworkout snack at Yogurt Xtreme,
Oh! And that reminds me, a while
Rachel
ago my grandma wrote to ask if
Rachel was still in the picture. I’ve
Goes
been waiting to properly address
Here
that point. She is indeed in the

picture, as a matter of fact, she’s in
this picture!! You just have to look
really really had because she’s
This is me on a quick phone date with
Rachel, see her grading papers in the phone!
hiding in the phone, She’s on the
You have to squint juuuust right….
second year of a one year
‘temporary’ teaching job in Illinois, and
she swears that she’ll be back soon  (I swear I’m not the mayor from
Chocolat! No really, I’m the Johnny Depp! Well not literally, exactly, but I
played a guitar… once…)
Anyhow, I had another great
workout with Steph, well I felt
great about it despite the fact
that Stephanie and I spent most
of our time laughing at each
These machines let you race each other, I’d
other for not being able to do
be doing better if Stephanie wasn’t laughing
at me bouncing my machine across the floor
into the girl on the treadmill behind us :p

anything after all our sore
muscles from the day before :p
It took us like twice the
specified time to finish our
workout, but I was glad I’d
onloaded the extra yogurt
calories, they came in handy,
every single one  That’s
about my day 
I hope
everyone out there had a great
one as well!

Let’s get it over with now “hahaha pale pasty legs”
:p You guys are the reason I never wear shorts :p
Stephanie swears that this is a real stretch…..

Until tomorrow!
Dave
Dave.ogormanfamily.com

Oh! I stopped and snapped a better pic of myself and the bridge on the way
back from Newport 

